
 

 

Paessler Launches PRTG PLUS – 
Subscription Licence for Large 
Deployments 
Looking to empower channel community and recruit new partners in the UK and Ireland 
 

Paessler AG, the IT monitoring specialist, is announcing PRTG PLUS, a new channel-focused subscription licence. This new 

offering will be available to certified PRTG PLUS Partners for end users who need to monitor 5,000 devices or more. PRTG 

PLUS will run alongside the existing PRTG offerings. 

 

“When we’re talking to customers monitoring tens of thousands of devices, we recognise a need for more integrated 

support. Customers have been asking for a solution that builds on the strong foundations of PRTG but makes larger scale 

deployments simpler. This is where our PRTG PLUS Partners come in with their professional service offering,” said Steven 

Feurer, CTO at Paessler. “Our PRTG PLUS Partners are essential to ensuring monitoring is deployed effectively in these 

larger IT environments. We will be supporting them to do this through our premium support channels.” 

 

Paessler is accepting partner applications from resellers and system integrators with experience in large scale monitoring 

installations to join its 4000+ strong global partner community.  

 

Key benefits for solution-focused partners selling PRTG PLUS include: 

- the ability to architect much larger deployments of PRTG with greater architectural design flexibility 

- closer partnership with Paessler and premium support  

- flat rate pricing per sensor, per year, with annual billing available 

 

“The largest single perpetual licence previously available, PRTG XL5, scales to 50,000 sensors across five PRTG core servers. 

Which means if users looking to monitor upwards of 5,000 devic-es, would have needed multiple licences. PRTG PLUS 

removes the need for multiple licences, providing a single OpEx based license, which can be deployed across as many 

servers as required with as many sensors as required,” added Feurer.   

 

 

About Paessler AG 

 

In 1997 Paessler revolutionized IT monitoring with the introduction of PRTG Network Monitor. Today over 200,000 IT 

administrators, in more than 170 countries, rely on PRTG to monitor their business-critical systems, devices and network 

infrastructures. PRTG monitors the entire IT infrastructure 24/7 and helps IT professionals to seamlessly solve problems 

before they impact users. 

 

Our mission is to empower technical teams to manage their infrastructure, ensuring maximum productivity. We build lasting 

partnerships and integrative, holistic solutions to achieve this. Thinking beyond IT networks, Paessler is actively developing 

solutions to support digital transformation strategies and the Internet of Things. 

 

Learn more about Paessler and PRTG at www.paessler.com 

 

 

 

https://www.paessler.com/partners/become-a-partner?utm_source=press&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=press-announcement-prtgplus-2019-9&utm_content=regional
https://www.paessler.com/?utm_source=press&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=earned-media-backlinks-2019-3&utm_content=regional
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